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Abstract

Nowadays, planning is still a computationally unsolved
task and many different learning techniques have been
applied in order to improve its capabilities. In this pa-
per we propose the integration of two learning meth-
ods sequentially: macro-operators and search control
rules. Macro-operators provide us with a sequence of
actions that are often executed in a given order. Thus,
they avoid to plan that sequence each time it is re-
quired. However, the use of macro-operators increases
the branching factor of the planning search tree, so the
complexity of the planning process grows, and may pro-
duce a decrement of the planning performance. Our
goal is to learn control rules that let us know when to
use the macro-operators. Therefore, the search through
the planning tree can be efficiently guided by the con-
trol rules. We show that this combination can be suc-
cessfully applied in classical planning domains.

Introduction
Planning is a process that chooses and organizes a set of
given actions by anticipating their expected outcomes. It
is a task of Artificial Intelligence considered very complex
and computationally hard, in which the search tree reaches
a very big size and makes it difficult to find a solution. To
reduce the difficulty of finding a solution plan, many solvers
employ learning techniques, that acquire macro-operators,
heuristics, search control rules, etc, whose results improve
noticeably their original behaviour.

In this paper, we propose to use two of these learning
techniques sequentially that acquire: macro-operators and
search control rules. Firstly, we select the most common
macro-operators, composed by two or three simple opera-
tors, obtained from the solution plans of a set of random
problems. Secondly, we use the search tree of some prob-
lems solved with the macro-operators to learn control rules.
These rules may include the macro-operators used in the
plans previously generated. Finally, we compare the results
of both learning techniques together with both techniques
individually.

None of these two learning techniques are new, but the
sequential use of both provides a novel way of applying the
macros in the planning process. This method is much more
selective that without the control rules, reducing the num-

ber of nodes of the search tree expanded and reducing the
planning time.

In the next section we describe the planner and learn-
ing modules used in the experiments. The third section de-
scribes the method to decide the macro-operators and gen-
erate the control rules. The forth section shows some ex-
periments with a version of the Logistics and the Miconic
domains of the International Planning Competition. Finally,
the last section introduces some conclusions and outlines fu-
ture work.

The IPSSplanner
Nowadays there are very different kinds of planners with
different results for each domain. The planner used in this
work is the IPSS planner, which provides the two learning
modules we need in this work: macro-operators and control
rules learning modules.IPSS is an integrated tool for plan-
ning and scheduling (Rodrı́guez-Morenoet al. 2004), which
is based onPRODIGY (Veloso et al. 1995) as the planner
component.PRODIGY is a nonlinear planning algorithm and
it has been used for studying several machine learning tech-
niques in the context of planning.

IPSSplanner inputs are the domain and problem descrip-
tions, generating as output a total-ordered plan, and the plan-
ning search tree. They can be used to learn macro-operators
and seach control rules respectively, as explained next.

Macro-operators learning
A macro-operator is an operator composed by several sim-
pler operators. It produces the same result than executing
the simple operators sequentially. Their principal drawback
is the utility problem (Minton 1988; McCluskey & Porte-
ous 1997). The addition of macro-operators increases the
branching factor and the processing cost per node, which
can mean that they have worse search performance than not
using them. Some other effects of using the macro-operators
can be disadvantageous too: change of the order in which
the search space is traversed (they change the order in which
the primitive operators are used for obtaining a solution),
change of the path costs, and increase of redundancy.

However, they can show significant improvement in dif-
ferent domains (Botea, Mueller, & Schaeffer 2005), by in-
cluding into the macro-operators a partial ordering of its
simple operators or combining the use of macro-operators



with techniques such as the relaxed graphplan computation
implemented inFF. Therefore, a key issue consists on find-
ing the good macro-operators, which can find faster a better
plan.

In this work, we have selected the macro-operators using
the frequency of appearance of several simple operators se-
quentially together in a set of obtained solution plans.IPSS
provides a module to obtain a macro-operator from solving
a problem in a given domain. It is also possible to select
one operator subsequence from the solution plan to obtain a
smaller macro-operator.

The HAMLET learning module

HAMLET is an incremental learning method based onEBL
(Explanation Based Learning) and inductive refinement of
control rules (Borrajo & Veloso 1997). The inputs ofHAM -
LET are a domain, a set of training problems, and other
learning-related parameters.HAMLET calls IPSS and re-
ceives as input the search tree expanded by the planner, in
order to decide where and what to learn.HAMLET output is
a set of control-rules that potentially guide the planner to-
wards good quality solutions. In the context of this work,
we useHAMLET to find a set of control rules that are able to
learn when to use the acquired macro-operators.

Integration of macro-operators and
control-rules

In this work, we have used both learning techniques to-
gether, with the aim of generating control rules that define
when a specific macro-operator shall be used. To show the
effectiveness of this approach, we show the results of using
the two techniques separately and together: control rules in
the original domain, macro-operators in the original domain
and control rules after the macro-operators are acquired.

The first step is to select some macro-operators composed
by two and three simple operators. We provideIPSSa set of
random training problems to be solved. From the resulting
total-ordered plans, all the different combinations of two and
three operators have been obtained that appear one after the
other and have, at least, one constant in common. The most
common of them are selected for the second step.

The next step is, for each macro-operator, to insert them
separately into the given domain and let the system learn
control rules, using always the same training set of random
problems. Learning control rules using the original domain
(without macro-operators) is also executed, in order to com-
pare the results.

Finally, the same test set is used for each resulting do-
main: (i) the original domain, (ii) the domains with each se-
lected macro-operator, (iii) the original domain with its own
learned control rules and (iv) the macro-operators and the
control rules together. The main objective of this approach
is to obtain good control-rules for each macro-operator and
so, better results with this combination than using both tech-
niques separately.

Experiments
This section describes the experiments performed in both the
Logistics and Miconic domains. For each experiment, the
learning parameters are the default ones. The only parameter
modified is the time limit given to learn from the training
problems and to solve the test problems. For both domains
and in both cases, this value is always 30 seconds.

Logistics domain
We use the version of the Logistics domain, as it was first
defined (Veloso 1994). The difference with the version cre-
ated for the first IPC is that the predicates for describing
where packages, trucks and airplanes are, have changed to
at-object, at-truck and at-airplane.

We have used a random problem generator to create dif-
ferent problem sets for learning and test. These sets are the
following:

• Macro-operator learning set (to obtain the most common
macro-operator composed by 2 and 3 simple operators):
30 random problems with 3 cities, 3 objects and a maxi-
mum of 3 goals.

• Control-rules learning set: 30 random problems with 3
cities, 3 objects and a maximum of 3 goals.

• Test set 1: 30 random problems with 7 cities, 10 objects
and from 1 to 10 goals.

• Test set 2: 40 random problems. 10 of them are of type
(3, 5, 5), other 10 are (5, 10, 10), the next 10 problemas
are (8, 15, 15) and the last 10 are (10, 20, 20), where (c,
o, g) refers to number or cities (c), number of objects (o)
and number of goals (g) respectively.

The characteristics of the sets are different because their
different use. For instance, the problems generated for learn-
ing control-rules and macro-operators are “simple” prob-
lems (with small number of cities, goals and objects) to en-
sure that the planner is able to: (i) find solutions from which
to generate macro-operators; and (ii) expand the whole
search tree to obtain control rules. Test sets are also dif-
ferent. We have first created a test set with easy problems
(from 1 to 10 goals), and a more complex set that contains
problems with up to 10 cities, 20 objects and 20 goals.

We have learned several macro-operators of different
types, following the approach introduced in the second sec-
tion. The complete list is enumerated next, where we de-
scribe the operators that compose the macro-operator.

1. Macro m2-1: drive-truck unload-truck

2. Macro m2-2: fly-airplane unload-airplane

3. Macro m2-3: load-truck drive-truck

4. Macro m3-1: load-truck drive-truck unload-truck

5. Macro m3-2: drive-truck load-truck drive-truck

6. Macro m3-3: load-airplane fly-airplane unload-airplane

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of solving the problems
of both test files respectively. They present percentages of
solved problem (Solved) and number of used rules (Rules).



The IPSScolumn shows the results obtained withIPSSwith-
out control rules. TheHAMLET column shows the results
obtained byIPSSwhen using the learned control rules. The
different rows describe the results obtained when differ-
ent macro-operators are used. In the first row, no macro-
operator is used. In the second one, the m2-1 macro is used,
and so on.

Domain IPSS HAMLET

Solved Solved Rules

Logistics 20% 27% 9

Logistics + m2-1 13% 20% 4

Logistics + m2-2 43% 63% 8

Logistics + m2-3 8% 8% 6

Logistics + m3-1 13% 20% 4

Logistics + m3-2 13% 13% 9

Logistics + m3-3 23% 76% 9

Table 1: Percentage of solved problems of the test set 1.

The results obtained for the first test set are very satis-
factory in two cases: m2-2 (fly-airplane+unload-airplane)
and m3-3 (load-airplane+fly-airplane+unload-airplane). For
both macros, the results are good with and without control
rules. In the first case, the percentage of solved problems is
43%, more than double when compared withIPSSalone, that
obtains a 20%. If we learn the control rules for that macro,
the percentage increases up to 63%. When using control
rules and the m3-3 macro-operator, this percentage increases
up to 76% of solved problems. However, the table shows
that the results depend on the macro-operator used and, for
instance, when using the macros m2-1, m2-3, m3-1 and m3-
2 without control rules, the performance is lower (13%) than
when the macro-operator is not used (20%). In two of these
cases (m2-1 and m3-1), their results usingHAMLET improve
the results ofIPSSalone and, oddly, equal the results ofIPSS
in the original domain. In the other two cases (m2-3 and m3-
2) their results usingHAMLET are the same than the results
of IPSS.

The results with the second test set provide a similar read-
ing as described in Table 2. For macros m2-2 and m3-3 the
performance raises from a 2% of problems solved up to 15%
and 58% respectively. Thus, the macros that were useful in
the previous test set are useful in this one too.IPSSdefault
uses trucks before airplanes to load and unload objects in
a location. With these airplane macro-operators it changes
the preference and it seems to learn control rules that decide
when to use the airplane macro-operators (m2-2 and m3-3).
With the macros m2-1, m2-3 and m3-1,IPSS is not able to
solve any problem, nor withHAMLET . Finally, the macro
m3-2 keeps its results withIPSSequal than withHAMLET ,
only 3% solved problems.

Miconic domain
The version of this domain is the one used in the IPC-2000,
as well as the 150 used problems. In this domain there are
two types of objects: passengers and floors. The goal is to
bring people using an elevator to different floors. We used
the 10 most simple problems of the 150 problems of the

Domain IPSS HAMLET

Solved Solved Rules

Logistics 2% 0% 9

Logistics + m2-1 0% 0% 4

Logistics + m2-2 13% 15% 8

Logistics + m2-3 0% 0% 6

Logistics + m3-1 0% 0% 4

Logistics + m3-2 3% 3% 9

Logistics + m3-3 10% 58% 9

Table 2: Percentage of solved problems of the test set 2.

competition to learn the control rules inHAMLET and the
rest 140 to test. The first group are problems with two and
four floors, while the second set has problems with from six
up to sixty floors. The learned macro-operators in this do-
main are:

1. Macro m2-1: up board

2. Macro m2-2: board down

3. Macro m2-3: down depart

4. Macro m3-1: board down depart

5. Macro m3-2: up board down

6. Macro m3-3: board up depart

Table 3 shows the results of solving the test problems in
the same format that in the previous tables.

Domain IPSS HAMLET

Solved Solved Rules

Miconic 3% 11% 3

Mic+m2-1 22% 17% 4

Mic+m2-2 12% 26% 3

Mic+m2-3 51% 52% 3

Mic+m3-1 17% 28% 3

Mic+m3-2 27% 34% 3

Mic+m3-3 51% 53% 3

Table 3: Percentage of solved problems of the test set.

Every macro-operator configuration has better results
than the original domain, even with control-rules inHAM -
LET. So, except for the first macro-operator (up+board),
the results with both techniques together improve over us-
ing only one of them or not using them. After analysing the
solution plans from the Miconic domain using the macro-
operators, these solutions are not semantically correct. In
Figure 1, we can see the obtained solution plan using the
macro-operator up+board for one simple problem. The first
thing we can observe is the unnecessary use of operators.
The second and third actions, for example, could be better
replaced by down and board, instead of down and up+board.
But the real problem is the fact of repeating the actionup-
board f0 f2 p1 after boarding already the passenger p1 into
the lift and, evenup-board f0 f1 p0 after serving the pas-
senger p0 in the floorf2.

The reason of this behaviour is the definition of the board
simple operator, which does not delete the predicateorigin



f2

f1

f0

p1

(destin p1 f1)

Goals: (served p0)
(served p1)

p0

(destin p0 f2) Solution: 
<up-board f0 f2 p1>
<down f2 f0>
<up-board f0 f1 p0>
<down f1 f0>
<up-board f0 f2 p1>
<depart f2 p0>
<down f2 f0>
<up-board f0 f1 p0>
<depart f1 p1>

Figure 1: Example with macro-operator up+board.

p f. That means that the planner can board a passenger as
many times as it needs, because no operator deletes the ori-
gin predicate. So, for example, if we have to go up to the
second floor to leave passenger p0, the planner is going to
select first the macro-operator up+board, which will try to
move the lift up to the second floor, and board someone into
the lift: passenger p1, who has there the origin. Nothing
in this domain avoids this problem and the solution plan is
incorrect.

In order to solve this problem, we added a new predi-
cate: (at-passenger p f), to know exactly where each pas-
senger is and to avoid boarding them into the lift many times.
This includes changing the definition of the Miconic domain
and generating the correct definition of the macro-operators
again. Finally, the new results for the Miconic domain are
given in the Table 4.

Domain IPSS HAMLET

Solved Solved Rules

Miconic 3% 10% 2

Miconic + m2-1 16% 15% 4

Miconic + m2-2 1% 1% 3

Miconic + m2-3 11% 10% 3

Miconic + m3-1 4% 7% 3

Miconic + m3-2 1% 4% 3

Miconic + m3-3 15% 16% 3

Table 4: Percentage of solved problems of the test set.

Now, the results are not as good as before, but the plans
are valid this time. Only with macro m3-3 we obtain bet-
ter results with both learning techniques together than both
techniques alone.

Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have shown that the combination of macro-
operators and control rules in the Logistics and Miconic do-
mains can improve the results of theIPSSplanner alone. We
demonstrate that different macro-operators can be learned,

and that their use does not always outperform the results of
IPSSalone. However, when learning control rules to guide
the search, the results over using the macro-operator alone
improve.

We show, however, that there are some risks on the appli-
cation of macro-operators: the learned macro-operators may
solve no problem. Thus, to define which kind of macro-
operators is good for this integration and which training
problems are good to obtain the right rules, are two of the
future research lines. That can include a new method to find
good macro-operators.

Also, there are many domains in which this integration
must be tested and we have to increase even more the
number of simple operators that compose the used macro-
operators.

A side effect of learning control rules on planning do-
mains with macro-operators has also been finding extra
knowledge about macro-operators: after acquiring macro-
operators, we have seen a bug in the Miconic domain de-
scription that would be difficult to detect without using them,
given when not using themIPSSwould always generate valid
plans.
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